
Automotive Lift & Alignment - 565 48th SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49458

Phone: 877-805-1154 - Email: parts@automotive-lift.com

  3584 - AFF - 6000 LB Capacity Heavy-Duty
Engine Floor Crane

   Brand: American Forge & Foundry
Product Code: AFF-3584
Call for Price: 877-805-1154

Short Description
AFF's Engine Cranes are designed for the easy and efficient removal and transport of
vehicle engines.  All feature four-position telescopic booms, wide stable bases, forged
steel hooks with safety latches and heavy-duty swivel casters

FEATURES:

Heavy Duty engine crane with reinforced leg assemblies for added strength and
durability
4 different boom settings: 3 T, 2 T, 1.5T, 1T
12 Ton hydraulic ram has built in safety overload to protect the unit from being
used beyond its rated capacity
Large 4.25" rear swivel casters and 6" fixed front wheels provide ease of mobility
and positioning
Rear of crane stands 61.5" tall and 33" wide
Distance between front of legs, retracted = 23", extended = 28.5"
Shipping Weight: 359 lbs.

Description
AFF's Engine Cranes are designed for the easy and efficient removal and transport of
vehicle engines.  All feature four-position telescopic booms, wide stable bases, forged
steel hooks with safety latches and heavy-duty swivel casters



Specifications
Heavy Duty engine crane with reinforced leg assemblies for added
strength and durability
4 different boom settings: 3 T, 2 T, 1.5T, 1T
12 Ton hydraulic ram has built in safety overload to protect the unit from
being used beyond its rated capacity
Large 4.25" rear swivel casters and 6" fixed front wheels provide ease of
mobility and positioning
Rear of crane stands 61.5" tall and 33" wide
Distance between front of legs, retracted = 23", extended = 28.5"
Shipping Weight: 359 lbs.

 

 

*PLEASE GIVE US CALL SO WE MAY PROVIDE YOU AN ACURATE SHIPPING
QUOTE. AUTOMATED SYSTEM CANNOT PROVIDE ACURATE PRICING FOR
SHIPMENTS WEIGHING OVER 100 LBS* 
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